Head’s Weekly Newsletter
Issue 19, 1 February 2019

Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Dear Students, Families, Colleagues and Friends
Welcome to today’s issue of the Head’s Weekly Newsletter.
What can I say at the end of this week….apart from expressing my apology for the weatherrelated 2-day closure of the school.
It is never ideal to interrupt learning and even less so when the decisions need to be made
with little, if any, advanced notice. We will work to improve, of course, but in the meantime,
I thank you all for your understanding and support.
In every situation, however, we ought to try to seek the positives arising: the students stayed
safe, as did the staff, nobody got hurt and no bones were broken. Whilst disruptive to the
routine and upsetting, the students returned to school today and were so happy to be back –
this, too is a good sign of positive attachment and feeling at home here.
The staff worked on both days of the school closure – the first one from home, as the site was
inaccessible, and in their teams here on site yesterday. The undeniable benefits will be felt by
the teachers whose workload is always massive and by the fantastic support staff whose
administrative and general support is often squeezed into the pockets of time found “here and
there”.
The site is slowly thawing and the driveway and car park are gritted with strong salty mix,
resulting in speedy melting of layers of ice and snow.
I want to thank Mr Cocklin, Mr Stephens and Mr Alex Best-Shaw, as well as our Caretaker
Apprentice, Mr Jamie Adeniran for their tireless work over the past few days. My 5am requests
for updates, early morning hard work and liaison with the (frustratingly suboptimal) Transport
Service deserve public recognition. Thank you!
I sincerely hope that we will be able to minimise the risk of such disruption in the future and to
fulfil our desire to make use of all of the school days available to us each academic year. To
clarify – this means that attendance for the remaining days of this school year are EVEN more
important – to make every day count, including a catch up on the learning opportunities lost.
I wish you a safe and relaxing weekend – I know I need it after this week’s difficulties!

Kind regards
Mrs A. Hildrey
Headteacher

Care and Safeguarding
Ms Alison Twomey, Head of Care and Safeguarding
E: Alison.twomey@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week I have been reflecting on the ‘voice of the child’ and, in particular, the right children
have to be consulted and listened to in matters which affect their life. In 1990 the UK signed
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. The UNCRC is a legally-binding
international agreement which sets out the rights of every child in the world to survive, grow,
participate and fulfil their potential. It also establishes the right of children to have a say in
decisions that affect them. Central to this is the acknowledgment that every child has basic
fundamental rights. These include the right to:






Life, survival and development
Protection from violence, abuse or neglect
An education that enables children to fulfil their potential
Be raised by, or have a relationship with, their parents
Express their opinions and be listened to.

Article 5 of the UNCRC (concerning parental guidance and a child’s evolving capacities)
clearly recognises the child’s increasing capacity to make their own choices. For example, in
health terms, young people aged 16 or over are entitled to consent to their own treatment, and
this can only be overruled in exceptional circumstances. Like adults, young people (aged 16
or 17) are presumed to have sufficient capacity to decide on their own medical treatment,
unless there's significant evidence to suggest otherwise. Children under the age of 16 can
consent to their own treatment if they're believed to have enough intelligence, competence
and understanding to fully appreciate what's involved in their treatment. This is known as being
‘Gillick’ or ‘Fraser’ competent.
The concepts of ‘capacity’ and ‘informed consent’ are important to understand. Whilst all of
our students have SEND, this is no way means they have no capacity to be involved in
decision making. Just because a person has a diagnosis of ASD or a learning difficulty, it
doesn't necessarily mean they lack the capacity to make a specific decision. We should
support children as they grow up to be increasingly involved in decision making even if this
means allowing them to make some decisions which may appear to be unwise (as opposed
to dangerous or harmful).
Rights are unconditional, not earned or matched by responsibilities. Just because a child has
a right, it does not mean they forgo a responsibility. It is not for us to decide how many rights
a person can have. We cannot pick and choose the rights we feel children most deserve.
Either a child’s rights, as listed in the Convention on the Rights of the Child, are respected,
fulfilled and protected, or they are not.
Next week I will look at how we can navigate the rights of a child and their right to an opinion
when this may go against the wishes of a parent or carer.
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Autism Research and Development
Ms Micah Grimshaw, Head of Autism Research and Development
E: micah.grimshaw@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week we welcomed Chris Williams, developer of the Chatta app, into school. Chris
enjoyed spending time with the students in the Key Stage 1 classes and he also presented
his innovative app to the senior leadership team.
Chatta is recognised by Creative England as ‘one of the most exciting, innovative and
disruptive creative companies in England for 2018’. Chatta also won the Teach Early Years
Awards for 2018 in the Communication, Language and Literacy Category
Whilst Chris has worked in partnership with many mainstream settings, including SEN and
EAL bases, we are the first SEN school to introduce the app into everyday learning. Chris is
keen to work with the specialist staff we have at Abbot’s Lea School to develop app software
and create new opportunities for innovative practice.
Many people with Autism rely on images and visual stimuli to navigate the world around them
as described by Temple Grandin, “I think entirely in pictures,” she said. “If I don’t have a
picture, I don’t have thought.” The use of Chatta is one example of how to combine real
experiences, knowledge and understanding with modelled language to support children to
become better communicators and thinkers.
We have all been impressed by Chris and his app, and we will be spending some time over
Terms 3 and 4 to use the app as a tool to develop oracy and writing skills in Key Stage 1. We
will then be inviting Chris back into school in Term 5 to host a parent workshop.
For more information and
https://chattalearning.com/

to

give

the

app

a

try

for

yourself

please

visit:
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Primary Department
Mr Scott-Scarth, Head of Primary Department
E: dean.scott-scarth@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week Abbot's Lea School, and the rest of the United Kingdom, have been caught up in
the Polar Vortex, a cold snap of air that has blown in from America and brought snow and ice.
The school week has been disrupted as transport has been affected all over the city and
buses, trains, cars and bicycles have had difficulty battling through the dangerous, arctic
conditions.
Earlier in the week the students in Key Stage One picked up their pencils to begin writing their
own name. They took great joy in demonstrating their skills of penmanship, skills to rival
William Shakespeare in the future. Writing their own name is an exciting start to their journey
as creative and exciting writers.
The students of Wales Class were engaging in an interesting Science investigation this week,
looking at turning solids into liquids. This was a very topical piece of work as they looked at
different ways of turning ice into water. I am very interested in the results of their work and the
conclusions drawn as our school site is currently covered in ice and requires a
creative solution to helping it thaw and melt.
The students in Key Stage Two have been studying Mini Beasts and Micro Habitats, asking
very interesting questions like "Do worms have eyes?"
This was resolved when the students completed an independent, student led piece of
investigation to discover:
Worms do not have eyes or ears. They can sense the vibrations of other animals moving
around them and they have light receptors so they can detect light and darkness. Amazing
work.
The students continued to study the Ancient Greeks, drawing and making clay pots and
fashioning Trojan Horses from all sorts of exciting materials. Our Greek Workshop, scheduled
for Wednesday 30 January has been rearranged for a later date when our Greek traveller can
visit us and share his ancient Greek philosophy.
Have a great weekend and be careful in the snow and ice.
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Secondary Department
Mr McVerry, Head of Secondary Department
E: anthony.mcverry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

It has been an unusual week in school with two days of closures due to the adverse weather
that hit the city. I spent both of these days at The University of Huddersfield, starting my Post
Graduate Certificate in Careers Leadership. As the Head of the Secondary Department I am
responsible for overseeing the careers advice and guidance within school, this is of course
alongside the staff team in school and particularly Ms Caddick, our school Job Coach. The
course has been fully funded by the Careers and Enterprise Company as part of the
Government’s commitment to improve the outcomes for students across the country. As you
know I am so passionate about our students and their opportunities and I do not apologise for
pushing this agenda even further across the school. There are so many benefits of our
students having the belief in their abilities and also the fact that they can be employed.
The first of which is that our students have a massive skill set that is far more important
than any qualifications, this has been proven by the likes of our interns down at AMEY who
have been out-performing the full time employees, by carrying out double the amount of work
and has been noted by the team at AMEY. The most important benefit for our students is that
they can become economically dependent and gain a living wage. This of course will then lead
to the ability to rent or buy their own home, learn to drive, have a social life and of course have
the satisfaction of earning a wage and spending it how they wish. Our aim is to give every
student in Abbot's Lea School this opportunity and support them in their transition onto a
meaningful next destination, something we have identified as one of our priorities within the
School Development Plan.
It was also a great opportunity to meet with fellow Careers Leader and understand what is
happening nationally, reflecting on our own areas for development. Ms Caddick and I have
already pencilled in our next careers planning day and I am looking forward to mapping out
our employability curriculum in detail.
In line with this, Ms Caddick and I met with potential employers who want to support the school
with both meaningful work experience and our Supported Intern programme. It was a good
opportunity to engage with potential employers who also have a desire for change.
Next week we get even more career focused with the entire KS5 student body attending a
specially designed Widening Participation day at Liverpool John Moore's University. The day
will consist of a campus tour, a session with current students, a lecture, a quiz and lunch. We
will update you on the feedback next week. Also Ms. Caddick has organised for a large number
of our KS4 and KS5 students to attend the Liverpool City Region Skills Show at Anfield
Stadium on Monday.
Finally, an update from last week, both Mr Scott-Scarth and I attended an LQBTQ event at
Leeds Beckett University. It was a great event and gave a lot of food for thought thinking about
how we can further improve our understanding of diversity and inclusion. This week, I based
my departmental assembly around raising awareness of this, with the aim of setting up a
diversity and inclusion group with in school.
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School Business Support Team
Mrs Michelle Griffiths, Head of HR
E: michelle.griffiths@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

What an eventful week it has been. After mid-week snow disruption we are now back on track
and busy trying to finish our week. I would like to say thanks to all of our staff who pitched in
to help clear the site and keep school on track this week.
This week I have been exploring options to host graduates seeking work experience
placements to gain skills and experience to support them in their transition to permanent work.
We have reviewed CV's of many talented candidates and hope to host one of them at school
in the near future supporting our autism research and development work and bid writing.
Hope everyone has a lovely weekend and that we have seen the last of the snow!

Mr Andrew Cocklin, Head of Finance and Operations
E: andrew.cocklin@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

It has been a difficult week for students and parents, as it’s never a nice or easy decision to
have to close the school. We fully appreciate the impact it can have on students and their
families and we did everything we could to keep the school open, however sometimes the
decisions are out of our hands. Thank you to all parents and families for your support and
understanding.
I would also like to thank our facilities manager Darren and his team, Alex and Jamie, for
their huge effort this week, early starts and long days to clear snow and ice and make the
school as safe as possible. It hasn't been easy in difficult conditions.
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Job Coach
Ms Claire Caddick, Job Coach
E: Claire.caddick@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week I have been mapping our careers, advice and guidance against the government
Gatsby benchmarks which all schools need to be operating under by 2020.
We are having some amazing developments within the supported internship programme after
a successful employer engagement event on Tuesday after school.
Hopefully, by the end of next week all available internship positions will be finalised with
employers and then we can begin to hold some information sessions with parents around
these opportunities. We will also be working closely with employers to train and mentor their
staff on Autism.
I have also been working on dates for the career events. On Monday 4 February, we will be
taking KS4 and KS5 students to the Liverpool City region Career Fayre which we hope will be
one of many. We will also in March hold a school career event for parents.
As always, I am available for one to one meetings with any parents who wish to discuss post
16 options and talk about the supported internship programme. Please feel free to email me.
Claire.caddick@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Have a nice weekend.
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Key Stage News and Updates
Early Years and Key Stage 1
Key Stage Leader: Miss O’Neill
Maria.O’Neill@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Ireland Class
This week we continued our theme of the London Fire. We have really enjoyed baking bread
in our bakery and mixing ingredients together. On Tuesday we welcomed Miss Pei back to
teach us more wonderful dance moves in preparation of the Chinese New Year celebrations.
We have been developing our fine motor skills through threading activities, and finding objects
in the sensory trays. We have also enjoyed learning more about 2D shapes in the
environment. The weather surprised us and we have missed some fun this week but hopefully
everything will be back to normal next week. Hope everyone has a lovely weekend, stay safe
and warm.
Wales Class
Wales class have had a short but lovely week! On Monday we had a visit from Mr Williams,
the creator of the app Chatta. He did a lovely activity with us to show us how to use it. We
continued our work on heating and cooling in science with an 'Ice Escape' investigation. We
needed to find a way of freeing our little bears free from their ice blocks! Everyone thought of
a fantastic idea to melt the ice. On Tuesday we learnt about Samuel Pepys's diary and made
our own versions recounting the events of The Great Fire of London. Have a lovely weekend
everybody.

Key Stage 2
Key Stage Leader: Mrs Lisa Walker
Lisa.Walker@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
The students have coped very well with the snow this week and have been super sensible!
Well done! Mrs. Walker 
France Class
This week France class have been looking at the Greek myth - The Wooden Horse. We have
enjoyed completing different activities around the story. Unfortunately, due to the snow days
we have been unable to finish this story but we are looking forward to finishing it next week.
In maths we continued looking at the properties of 3D shapes and complete sensory activities
to match the properties to the correct 3D shape. We have also had lots of fun making our very
own Greek pots out of terracotta clay. We enjoyed putting the pot together and then completing
a design on it. Have a great weekend!
Spain Class
The students in Spain class have been working hard this week and have enjoyed continuing
their learning about Ancient Greece. The students have completed their Medusa art projects
and have designed a pattern for their clay pots. We very much look forward to sculpting our
Ancient Greek pottery next week!
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Key Stage News and Updates
USA Class
Despite the snowy weather USA have still enjoyed Dance with Movema, completed Time tasks
in maths AND designed their own Greek Beast. Well done USA! Mrs Walker 
Canada Class
Canada class wrote about their weekend news and continued to make their Greek vases this
week. They learnt about some of the Greek gods and watched Hercules. Canada have been
busy making patterns in maths. Well done Canada.
Italy Class
Italy class have been investigating position and direction this week in Maths. We followed
instructions to move around a grid and found out some positional language. In English on
Monday we completed our news from the weekend with the help of our homework sheet. In
Science we found out about micro habitats and what mini beasts live there. We completed a
sorting activity helping the mini beasts find their home. Jacob asked an interesting question
about worms, he asked “Do worms have eyes?” We set him a challenge to do some computer
research and find out the answer to share with his friends. Jacob accepted the challenge and
found the answer online. He explained to the class that worms do not have eyes or ears. They
can sense the vibrations of other animals moving around them and they have light receptors
so they can detect light and darkness. Fascinating! A huge well done to Jacob for working
hard this week to achieve our Pupil of the Week!
Brazil Class
Brazil spent time on Monday morning talking and writing about Holocaust Memorial Day and
how to learn from the terrible events in the past thinking especially about how we treat others.
We then went on to enjoy a great judo session. Paul the instructor taught us pushes and pulls
in pairs. He is very impressed with our progress.
In Maths we are working on shapes; naming them and looking at properties including right
angles and lines of symmetry.
In our topic lessons we have been studying Greek pots; looking at them for clues as to how
the Ancient Greeks lived their everyday lives and trying to recognise characters from
the Greek Myths we have studied.
We practiced drawing Greek geometric patterns and are decorating some terracotta pots in
the Greek style.
Peru Class
We’ve had a busy, albeit short week this week. On Monday the pupil’s enjoyed creating their
Mosaic Greek tiles out of clay and learning more Judo techniques in P.E. On Tuesday they
have continued to work on their 3D shape knowledge, learning all about the faces, vertices
and edges of them. We then had a lovely relaxing afternoon with the Yoga instructor.
Portugal Class
It’s been a very short week in Class Portugal! At the start of the week, we went to Asda cafe
and did some shopping for our snack.
The children were very well behaved and Asda staff commented on how polite they were.
We look forward to seeing the children next week!
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Key Stage News and Updates
Key Stage 3
Key Stage Leader: Mr Mason
Ryan.Mason@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Despite a disrupted week due to the weather, the students in KS3 have participated in a range
of exciting learning activities and enjoyed visits out into the community. Kenya class completed
their block of swimming lessons this week and Malawi Class are very excited to begin their
sessions next week!
We have lots to look forward next week with Art workshops on Monday for our year 9 students,
a Safer Internet day on Tuesday and an SMSC collapsed curriculum day on Wednesday that
includes a visit from the Chines Lions and a Chinese buffet in the afternoon! A group of year
8 and year 9 students are also going to their 'Wheels Extreme' session at Bank View High
School on Thursday which they are all very excited about. Have a great weekend!
Botswana Class
What a short week! We hope all pupils enjoyed the snow this week but we have still been
focused on our lessons. We have been writing our non-chronological reports in English,
looking at time graphs in Maths and different shading techniques in Art.
Madagascar Class
Our week has been unfortunately disrupted by the snow, before that we made a good start to
the week. In History as part of our exploration of the theme 'Britain through the ages' we looked
into the Battle of Hastings and are going to look at the Bayeux Tapestry in our upcoming Art
sessions. In RE we investigated the founding of Buddhism and had to write a recount telling
the 'enlightenment' of Siddhartha Gautama. We are looking forward to continuing our looking
into these topics in the coming weeks.
Mozambique Class
Still a great learning week despite the weather. We have continued to enjoy our learning about
the medieval period and have learnt about Beowulf in literacy and the Norman Conquest in
History. In Maths we have extended our knowledge in statistics and have completed simple
surveys. PE was great fun and we have added extra stations to our circuit training. In RE we
have continued our work on Islam and we have looked at the structure inside and outside the
mosque. Despite two snow days fantastic lessons have been planned and we have enjoyed
our 3 day week!!! We are also really excited for Chinese New Year next week.
Cape Verde Class
A superb design effort in Food Tech saw the class looking at Italian antipasti (little starters)
and designing and making their own. The food went down a treat with several 'firsts' tasting
various foods. Very grown-up.
Malawi Class
Despite the shorter teaching week Malawi class have still been working as hard as ever. 🙂
On Monday, we learnt about another WW2 music sensation, Alton Glenn Miller. We enjoyed
listening to his music, and even trying to pronounce Chattanooga, as in the Choo Choo.
We also learnt about cities that were targeted by bombs and then plotted the points on a map.
Liverpool was one of the most bombed UK cities due to its important role as a major port.
On Tuesday, we immersed ourselves in the rationed mind set of those in the war and all
banded together to make a delicious eggless sponge! Everybody helped weigh, mix, melt,
bake and wash up; talk about the Blitz spirit!
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Key Stage News and Updates
Kenya Class
Kenya have had a short but fun week and have continued learning about world WW II. We
have continued our story 'The lion and the unicorn' in English and have been looking at the
The Blitz in more detail. In DT, we have made our own spit fires and last week in food tech,
we had a go at making a war time recipe and made an egg-less cake; it was delicious! In art,
we also took inspiration from Henry Moore, a wartime artist and created our own sculptures.
Seychelles Class
This week has been a difficult one with for consistency due to the inclement weather.
We finished this afternoon with Anglo-Saxon style flatbreads made in food tech. In English we
have explored our usage and recognition of similes and metaphors. In our Science lessons
we have taken on each other in Kahoot! to check our understanding of the topic so far.
Each Monday we are lucky enough to have coaches from Liverpool Football Club working with
us. We have really enjoyed these sessions so far.
We hope you have a pleasant and, most importantly, safe weekend.

Key Stage 4
Key Stage Leader: Miss Dallas
Katie.Dallas@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Samoa Class
The pupils in Samoa continued to make fantastic progress in their swimming this week! We
have written some amazing war poems and performed them to our peers. We then tea stained
them to make them look old and used our five senses to describe a day in the life of a soldier.
We practised long addition and subtraction in maths and started to create some Sand stone
tiles for our Egyptian art project. We had two unexpected snow days but came back on Friday
revitalized, and learnt all about emotional regulation and strategies to manage our emotions.
Finally, we finished off the week with some brilliant role plays that the pupils wrote and
performed themselves to demonstrate good and bad customer service for our horticulture.
Brilliant performances!
Papua New Guinea Class
This week PNG have continued reading Of Mice and Men, we have discussed issues raised
in the book and explored the traits of the characters. We have also been looking at language
used by Steinbeck to describe the setting. PNG have been thoroughly engaged in the book
and can't wait to find out what happens next! In Maths we have continued studying angles
ensuring our measurements are accurate. In Science we have continued with our space theme
preparing our model of the solar system for our Entry level assessment.
Australia Class
Class Australia have really enjoyed their swimming lessons during this shorter week. In
science we continued to look at climate change and its affects. We then did some research
into how to reduce our carbon footprint. In English we are close to the end of our study of
Kensuke’s kingdom. The students have really enjoyed this and we are looking forward to
designing our own desert- Island and fellow islander next week.
Christmas Island Class
Albeit a shorter week and very cold, all the students in Christmas Island have worked well and
looking forward to next week. Keep warm and stay safe this weekend!
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Key Stage News and Updates
Key Stage 5
Key Stage Leader: Mr Davenport
Paul.davenport@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Tasmania Class
What an unexpected week this week has turned out to be. We enjoyed trying to catch the
snow when it first started.
During our food technology lesson this week we made some chocolate chip fairy cakes, which
we all thought were scrumptious. During maths lessons this week we have been practicing
our times tables and singing the songs to remember the rhyme for them.
We have continued with our ASDAN learning how to manage a budget with our food shopping
that we would potentially buy if we had our own home.
During Art we have been looking at Chinese art making plum blossom trees then using our
fingers as the blossom on the tree.
Have a fabulous weekend everyone!
Fiji Class
This very cold week started with a lovely hot soup! Fiji chefs made leek and potato soup which
was enjoyed by the class and staff throughout the department. A special mention goes to Sam
Smith who was our Star Chef this week! Well done Sam!
We’ve had two pupils turn 18 this week! Happy Birthday to Dan and Sophie! On Tuesday we
had a special day out to celebrate Sophie’s birthday. (A big thank you to Sophie’s mum and
dad) We planned our journey to Edge Lane and we got 2 busses which we have never got
before and we went bowling followed by McDonalds for lunch. Our journey was quick and we
were able to get off at the right places and find the correct bus stops. We all had a great day
(even though we got a bit wet) and we wish Sophie and Dan a very happy birthday!!!
New Zealand Class
This week New Zealand have worked on their maths skills, aiming to improve individual levels.
We have also continued reading The Midnight Gang and have been writing about our dreams
and the difference between actual dreams when we sleep and our aspirational dreams and
goals.
The class have continued with our Wild Flower project, researching the importance of wild
flowers on the environment. All students have enrolled onto the Cyber Discovery programme
and will learn about coding and cyber security.
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Students of the week – Week 19
EYFS and Key Stage One
Ireland

Charlie Butler

Wales

Kaiden Devine
Key Stage Two

Peru

Jamie Morris

Portugal

Ben Hayes

USA

Troy Thomas

Brazil

Kyle

France

Faye Rowan

Canada

Ethan Holmes

Spain

Matthew Lam

Italy

Jacob Summerskill
Key Stage Three

Madagascar

Caitlin Cook

Seychelles

Mann Ng

Cape Verde

Alfie Taylor

Botswana

Leon Lynes

Mozambique

Kai Denney

Malawi

Scott Taylor

Kenya

Arshia Sakhaei-Nejad
Key Stage Four

Australia

James Edmonds

Papua New Guinea

Patrick Brough

Samoa

Brendan Toh

Christmas Island

Joshua Owusu-Taylor
Key Stage Five

New Zealand

Tom Harris

Tasmania

Alex Firth

Fiji

Ryan Griffiths
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Week 19 in pictures
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Week 19 in pictures
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Week 19 in pictures
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Week 19 in pictures
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Week
15
in pictures
Term Dates
2019-20
16
2019-20
Academic
Year
18
Term 1
Staff training day:

Monday, 2 September 2019 – school closed to students

Students arrive on:

Tuesday, 3 September 2019

Term ends on:

Friday 25 October 2019

October Holiday:

Monday 28 October 2017 to Friday 1 November 2019

Term 2
Term starts on:

Monday 4 November 2019

Term ends on:

Friday 20 December 2019 - finishing at 1:30pm

Christmas Holiday:

Monday 23 December 2019 to Friday 3 January 2020

Term 3
Staff training day:

Monday 6 January 2020 – school closed to students

Students arrive on:

Tuesday 7 January 2020

Term ends on:

Friday 14 February 2020

February Holiday:

Monday 17 February 2020 to Friday 21 February 2020

Term 4
Term starts on:

Monday 24 February 2020

Term ends on:

Friday 3 April 2020 – finishing at 1:30pm

Spring Holiday:

Monday 6 April 2020 to Friday 17 April 2020

Bank holidays:

Friday, 10 April 2020 – Good Friday and Monday, 13 April 2020 – Easter Monday

Term 5
Staff training day:

Monday 20 April 2020 – school closed to students

Students arrive on:

Tuesday 21 April 2020

Bank holiday:

4 May 2020 – Early Bank Holiday Monday

Term ends on:

Friday 22 May 2020

May Holiday:

Monday 25 May 2020 (Bank Holiday) to Friday 29 May 2020

Term 6
Term starts on:

Monday 1 June 2020

Official leaving date:

Friday 26 June 2019* *Friday 26 June 2020 is an official leaving date for the
students in Year 11 as well as those in Key Stage Five who are finishing their
education at ALS that summer.

Staff Transition INSET:

Friday 10 July 2020 – school closed to students

Transition Week:

Monday 13 July-Friday 17 July 2020**

Students’ last day:

Friday 17 July 2020 – finishing at 1:30pm

Staff training day:

Monday 20 July – school closed to students

Term ends on:

Monday 20 July 2020

** Transition Week is a period of time during which the students will be taught in their next year’s classes
– this is to support smooth transition into ALS, into a new Department, Key Stage or a new class.
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Key Diary Dates
Our academic year 2018-19 term dates are available on our website:
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ALS-Term-Dates-201819.pdf

Please note planned early finishes and closure dates, as known at present:
TERM 3:
February Holiday: Monday 18 February 2019 to Friday 22 February 2019
TERM 4:
Early finish on Friday, 5 April 2019 at 1:30pm
Spring Holiday: Monday 8 April 2019 to Monday 22 April 2019
Bank holidays:
Friday, 19 April 2019 – Good Friday
Monday, 22 April 2019 – Easter Monday
TERM 5:
Bank holiday:
Monday, 6 May 2019 – Early Bank Holiday Monday
May Holiday: Monday 27 May 2019 to Friday 31 May 2019
TERM 6:
Staff training day: Friday 12 July 2019 – school closed to students
Staff training day: Monday 22 July – Wednesday 24 July 2019 – school closed to students
Summer Holiday: Thursday 25 July 2019
Bank holidays:
Monday 26 August 2019 – August Bank Holiday

Key Diary Dates for the remainder of the year can be found on our website,
under the EVENTS tab:
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/event

Next academic year, 2019-20 is also now planned, with the specific term dates
available for you to view on our website:
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/2019-20-termdates.pdf
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Head’s Weekly Newsletter

TERM 3 - 30 days
WEEK NUMBER

W/C

Date

Event

Comment

20

Mon 4.2.19

4.2.19



Liverpool City region careers fair at Anfield stadium for KS4 and KS5

Tue

5.2



Visit Liverpool John Moores University – Yr 12 and 13

 Safer Internet Day
Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
 09:30-12:00 Dance Movement Therapy
Wed
Thur

Fri

6.2
7.2

8.2



Emergency First Aid at Work – Staff Training all day (offsite)



09:00-12:00 - Staff SALT Consultation Clinics



10:30-11:15 - Lions Dancers to celebrate Year of the Pig



15:30-17:00 Extended Twilight Session – social communication



13:30-14:30 Dance Movement Therapy



Talk4Writing Training – Primary Teachers



Departmental Assemblies
9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department
10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department

21

Mon 11.2.19

11.2.2019

Tue

12.2

Wed

13.2



9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning



Primary Dept: Fire Service coming in (part of Great Fire of London topic)



Term 3 – Festival of Learning and Invite A Loved One to Lunch



Seeing is Believing for Governors



Mandela Family to visit Liverpool to start a tribute to the Freeman of the
City



Greek theatre Workshop









Term 3 – Festival of Learning and Invite A Loved One to Lunch
Seeing is Believing for Governors
09:30-12:00 Dance Movement Therapy
09:00-12:00 CAMHS Consultation Clinic
15:30-17:00 Numicon Cluster Meeting – Banks Road Primary School
Term 3 – Festival of Learning and Invite A Loved One to Lunch
Seeing is Believing for Governors

Assemblies and Coffee Morning
are open to families. Parking is
available on site on a “firstcome-first-served basis” only. No
photography permitted.


Thur

14.2

Fri

15.2

Fri

15.2.19









09:00-12:00 How do Children Learn to Read – Staff Training School
Improvement
Term 3 – Festival of Learning and Invite A Loved One to Lunch
Seeing is Believing for Governors
12:00-15:00 – Educational Psychology Staff Clinic
13:30-14:30 Dance Movement Therapy
Term 3 – Festival of Learning and Invite A Loved One to Lunch
Seeing is Believing for Governors
Departmental Assemblies
9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department
10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department



9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning



END OF TERM 3@15:15

Assemblies and Coffee Morning
are open to families. Parking is
available on site on a “firstcome-first-served basis” only. No
photography permitted.

FEBRUARY HOLIDAY: Monday, 18 February 2019 to Friday, 22 February 2019
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